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On the Frontlines
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Dwarves Raid Orgrimmar as War Intensifies
Clan Battlehammer continues relentless attacks upon
the Orgrimmar Portal Room. All travel halted by
order of the Warchief while Horde forces gathered to
finally drive off the hearty Dwarves. This battle,

early in the week,
was but one of the
assaults upon the
Horde’s vital transit
hub.

Horde incursion seek to shut down the
Stormwind-Ironforge transit system!
Well known warlock menace harasses
Stormwind to Ironforge Dwarven District
tram station!
Mystic
Knights
answer
the call,
along
with a
Sommer
of The
Ashen
Vale and
Vargryn
Forgeflux of Clan Battlehammer!

On a separate
occasion, Clan
Battlehammer,
celebrating 10 years

Once the healer was down, the allies entered
the tram and were able to put down the
Stormwind Menace!

of fellowship and camaraderie finished off a night of
revelry killing and drinking in the Horde Portal
Room!
Or is that drinking and killing?
Apparently if you want to use the Horde Portal Room,
you need to be a Dwarf!
Per Ren Stoneheart, commander of The
Mystic Knights “I took no pleasure in the
fighting: it had to be done to keep the
citizens safe.”

The Horde marches on Redridge! Who will stop them?

Evidence found at the attack on the Stormwind tram
station led to a call to arms of Alliance forces.
A handful of available fighters and healers began to
gather in front of the Lakeshire town hall and began
a trek towards the Burning Steppes to see if the
rumor was true.

Forgeflux the Dwarf was sent ahead and
when the allies caught up, he was found
talking to one of the villains, a Blood Elf
rogue. But instead of gathering intelligence
on the attackers, he appeared to be asking
about a long-lost love!?!
Soon, the rest of the Horde began to arrive, and
alliance forces quickly realized they were outnumbered but made a stand to give the citizens of
Lakeshire time to reach safety.
Eventually, as the tide of battle favored the
numerous Horde forces, the Alliance fell back to
make another stand at the entrance to Lakeshire.
However, the Horde turned to take the Old
Stonewatch Keep, and the Alliance set out in that
direction.

More Horde had joined the fray, and the Dwarf

appeared to have found his long-lost love, but
now so disillusioned that she had joined these
Horde mongrels, he called her out, even as the
Alliance leader was calling for the Horde to
withdraw from Alliance lands.
It appeared the long-lost love, a fair Blood Elf struck the first blow and the alliance leaped to the
Dwarf’s defense. But the superior numbers of the Horde held the Keep and those alliance that
survived fell back to Lakeshire to watch and wait for the Horde’s next attacks.
For now, the Horde holds the lands around the keep, daring any and all to meet with them in
combat daily.
Danger at the Docks
On hand for several Alliance attacks on the
Zandalari docks, yours truly eventually had to
defend himself from those that did not respect
the time-honored neutrality of the Press. If
you see this emblem, please shy away from
attacking!!!
But know this, we will defend ourselves and
our allies as staunchly as any of the Horde.

(pictures below - Editor Wildmane gets too
close to the action)
(pictured above
– the Editor is
forced to take an
alliance life. The
rogue along with
a two more
alliance had
been killing
Zandalari
citizens along
the docks and
would not depart
peacefully)

The Real Deal
Sometimes, you do more than play a game! Redwood answered the call to support a charity event to bring
awareness and support for the:
Autistic Self Advocacy Network – an effort hosted by Desmephisto of Thorium Brotherhood

Redwood Tribe recreated on the server was led by Bahka Firetotem, and each of us created Highmountain
and enjoyed 2 hours of RP, which included a jaunt through the Barrens, getting lost in Ashenvale, and then
ended in another 2 hours of PVP – all warriors versus all warriors!

New Highmountain
Redwood Tribe –
pictured left!

Pictured Right - New
Soap Opera – Redwood
Lost in Ashenvale –
starring Bahka, Torahate,
Nahkona and Lohkawas
The Warbrave is as wise as ever! When
seeing Zhevra for the first time, he tells
the Tribe,
“The Earthmother must have thought
it funny to make a horse of two colors.”
Most importantly, the event was a lot
of fun, we had many laughs and
Redwood hopes to enjoy many more
events! We are happy to support
Desmephisto and the work he is doing
and hope to see more Emerald Dream
at the next event!

What Happening in Azeroth

Chief Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

May Holidays:
Children’s Week – May 2- May 9
Visit your local orphanage and find out how you can
mentor a child of the Horde!... or the Alliance!
Spring Balloon Festival – May 10-May 12
A great day for Hot Air Ballooning. Meet new friends
as you see the beauty of Azeroth as you rise above it all!
Events:
Cross-Faction Healers for Azeroth – Saturday –7:00 PM

The Earth Mother watches!
And she waits and what are we doing
for her? She blesses us with bountiful
lands, and we tear them apart out of
spite for each other.
When will the bloodshed stop? When
will the hate end? That is the message
of the High Chieftain, what led to his
apparent actions as a traitor.

Kick Fish Invitational – May 11th in Shattrath – 8:30 PM And now, the entire Shu’halo nation is
server time
called out as traitors at a recent
Council held in Silvermoon, despite
Leidolfr & Torahate Tours Presents: Mount Hyjal
the protests of the Redwood, that we
Tuesday May 21st and May 28th – see flyer
continue to unite and stand “For the
Horde!”
Great Hunt sponsored by Redwood Tribe – May 30
Perhaps Redwood should stand with
Tall Tales and Epic Fables hosted by Redwood Tribe –
the Earth Mother first, and the rest of
June 6 in Bloodhoof Village at 8:00 PM
the Horde should join us!

Brew of the Month

Rune Madness by Leidolfr

Springtime Stout

Mannaz

Spring is in the Air and you may find it underfoot

Each month, I Leidolfr, will tell of Rune.

A refreshing brew perfect for this time of year.

This month is Mannaz.
Is rune etch on Leidolfr
shoulder. Is explain to
Leidolfr as put
community above self –
to help all. The rune of
cooperation and
communion with others.

Slightly weak, so you may need to purchase
more.
May put a spring in your step. Are those flowers
blooming under your feet? How pretty!

Dark Iron Travels #6 by Acialga Embercast
The Deeprun Tram is closed for maintenance, so I have had to charter a wagon back to Ironforge. There
was a flyer hanging in The Blue Recluse about Coldridge Company was hiring so I decided to head to their
offices and apply. Might be nice to have a real job. The poison market is not booming in the Alliance
cities, as it was in Shadowforge.
The wagon pulled into Redridge Mountains, and we made a stop at Lakeshire to change out the horses
and pick up some supplies. I decided to check out the pub.
Sitting here, by the hearth, I keep hearing muffled cheers from somewhere, and I called the barkeep over
to figure out where the noise is coming from. She tried to pretend to not hear anything, but a quick twist of
her braid and a blade at her throat she admitted that there was an invite only Fight Club downstairs and
showed me to the hidden door after I put my blade down.
I should of cut her throat, for when I entered she screamed about a new challenger and pushed me down
the stairs. Two of the security promptly stripped away my weapons and armor leaving me only in the
yellow shirt I had beneath. I would have to thank her later.
Well, I was up, it didn’t take long to lose the fight either, I woke up behind the INN with a broken nose and
severely sore, then I spotted the kegs just sitting outside the back door, and I felt the smile on my face. I
checked my pants pocket and surely enough, they missed the small vials.
The door opened and could hear that lousy barkeep ordering some minion to get the keg because they
were low. I had to act quick, I ran over and dumped the vial of Triple Ultra concentrated extract of Senna
Leaf into it and popped the cork back in, and then hurried away.
Hope she doesn’t mind a few dozen “party poopers” at her bar.
I set off for the stables, will write again when I get to Ironforge or someplace closer.

Leaked - Tales from the Royal Apothecary Society
Conclave Confidential AS#██

Anti-Blight
AS#██, codename Bloom is an alchemical compound synthesized from Apothecary ███'s
method of treating ████ with a cynosure of concentrated druidic magic.
Initial project goal of creating a decontamination agent for RAS Blight was scratched after
determining AS#██'s effects were critically potent. New methods of decon creation are being
tested. Possibility of deploying AS#██ as a bioweapon is currently the topic of research.
Timeline of test subject's reaction to AS#██ exposure is documented below.
[Test 2, AS#██ released within Site 017's Chamber 3 for 15 minutes, 32 seconds]
0:01: AS#██ is released from a gas canister into chamber 3.
0:25: Subject describes AS#██'s scent as delightful, reports a soothing effect.
1:00: Subject's injuries completely heal.
2:00: Subject's scars and other dermal deteriorates fade.
5:00: Scans confirm subject's internal damage from Blight inhalation cured.
7:00: Subject reports feelings of intense elation, claims to have never felt better.
7:35: Subject has grown a few inches taller and has notably improved musculature.
8:00: Scans indicate subject's internal organs are functioning far above the average for a ███
male of █ years age.
9:00: Subject reports intestinal pain, scans are inconclusive.
10:00: Subject begins vomiting. Plantlife is noted to be growing
from the vomit and rooting to the stone chamber floor.
10:30: Dermal disfigurements and growths of a floral nature
begin to develop on the subject's body.
12:00: Subject implies tremendous pain and falls to the ground.
12:15: Subject's life functions cease.
12:30: Fungal infections rapidly cover subject's corpse. Plantlife
begins growing from subject's orifices.
13:00: Subject is now unrecognizable, corpse is completely
covered in rapidly advancing plantlife.
13:30: A cocos nucifera sapling bursts from the subject's corpse
and matures within seconds.
14:00: Subject's corpse is no longer observable as the chamber
begins to develop it's own ecosystem.
14:15: Sentient plantlife of the carnivorous variety is noted in the
ecosystem.
14:20: Graveguard is dispatched into chamber 3 equipped with
flame, blight and ███ sterilization equipment.
15:32: Chamber 3 successfully sterilized, no remains of test
subject located.

Azerothian Sports

Update on the Kick Fish Skills Invitational!
May 11th – 8:30-10:00 PM Server Time

Shattrath Sports Arena

Prizes for competitors: 20000 gold to 1st place
10000 gold to 2nd place
5000 gold to 3rd place
Fish to Pole – How fast can you kick a fish from a starting location to the end line… without help!
Closest to the water’s edge! – A series of markers will be set up. Each contestant will aim for the first
marker, then must kick from where their fish lands to the 2nd and then 3rd. Each time you are just a little bit
off, will make it harder to get back on track. The last kick will be measured for how close it is to the final
marker!
Keep that Fish Alive! Can you keep that fish alive? We all know how Shattrath’s cracks and crevices can
eat fish. This event will feature 2 people kicking fish back and forth until the fish disappears or becomes
stuck. The winner is the person that causes the fish to be unkickable and will be scored for originality and
time.
You do not need to be on a
team to compete in these
events!
Points will be tallied from a set
of 3 competitions – Individual
Competitions only

Pictured Left: Kaitohutohu
Swiftpaw – newly appointed
Sports Commissioner.
(“Uh… where’s Shattrath
again?”)
(Pictured Below – Swiftpaw
has still not found Shattrath)

